Progress In Learning (PIL) Phonic Skills Check Instructions
The phonic skills check is administered to analyse a student‛s phonic knowledge prior to starting
the workbook. In this way, placement within the programme may be determined and it provides
valuable information as to where and why the student is struggling. Progress in reading and
phonic knowledge can easily be measured by retesting the student‛s phonic skills.

The Progress In Learning Phonic Skills Check may be copied for educational
purposes, provided:
•

that you give Progress In Learning credit and acknowledge Kim Morris as the source;

•

it is not for commercial use;

•

the Phonic Skills Check is not altered, transformed or built upon in any way.

1.

Print out a copy of the STUDENT reading sheets and the TESTER scoring sheets. An A4
printout may be obtained from the website www.progressinlearning.co.nz

2. Laminating the STUDENT reading sheets is helpful so they can be reused.
3. Familiarise yourself with the test procedure before administering it to the student.
4. Record the name of the student and the date at the top of the TESTER recording
sheets.
5. You have a choice of starting the test at the beginning, with sounds and words from
Progress In Learning book 1, or using the sheets for book 2 or 3. I personally like to
start from book 1 as initial phonic knowledge may not have been firmly established and
this may be an important contributing factor in the student not being able to read
successfully.
6. Instructions for Progress In Learning book 1 sounds and words
Single sounds
Ask the student to read the sounds of the alphabet from left to right, using letter
sounds, not letter names. This is because the students need to be able to use letter
sounds to sound out unknown words, as one decoding strategy. The student reads the
lower-case letters, then the upper-case letters. Record any errors on your TESTER
page, in the space above each letter.
Consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words and words with final and initial blends
Students read the words from left to right. Observe if the student is reading fluently
and accurately. The underlined sound in each word indicates which sound was assessed.
Record any errors on your TESTER page, in the space above each letter. Discontinue the
skills check when approximately ten consecutive errors have been made. Score and
record the number of sounds and list words read correctly in each section. IF the
student is unfamiliar with the sounds and is unable to read the words accurately and

fluently, then they would benefit from using Progress In Learning book 1. Supplementary
resources such as games, worksheets, computer software and tactile products such as
playdough, wooden alphabet letters are useful for teaching and reinforcing the
sound/symbol relationships.
The First 100 High Frequency Words
The students read the words from left to right. Record responses or just mark
responses correct or incorrect. Record the score at the top of the page. You now know
exactly which high frequency words are known and which are not. These words are
included in the Progress In Learning book 1 and are essential for reading and writing.
7. Instructions for Progress In Learning book 2 words
Word family lists
Students read the words from left to right. Observe if the student is reading fluently
and accurately. The underlined sound in each word indicates which sound was assessed.
Record any errors on your TESTER page, in the space above each word. Discontinue the
skills check when approximately ten consecutive errors have been made. Record the
score at the top of the page. You now know exactly which word families are known and
which present a challenge to the student. These words are included in the Progress In
Learning book 2.
The Next 200 Common Words
The high frequency words table has been provided courtesy of Letters and Sounds,
published by the UK Department for Education and Skills (DfES), Appendix 1 (pp.193195), 2007
The students read the words from left to right. Record responses in the space above
each word. Record the score at the top of the page. You now know exactly which
common words are known and which are not. These words are included in the Progress In
Learning book 2.
8. Instructions for Progress In Learning book 3 words
Word family lists
Students read the words from left to right. Observe if the student is reading fluently
and accurately. The underlined sound in each word indicates which sound was assessed.
Record any errors on your TESTER page, in the space above each word. Discontinue the
skills check when approximately ten consecutive errors have been made. Record the
score at the top of the page. You now know exactly which common words are known and
which are not. These words are included in the Progress In Learning book 3.
9. Administer the phonic skills check again once the relevant reading workbook has been
completed, using a different coloured pen and compare results to measure progress.
Progress to the next reading workbook.

Teaching Notes
Analysis of the errors made is invaluable in providing detailed feedback to parents,
students and supervisors.
If a whole class is assessed on their reading, it is quite easy to group the children
according to their results and then just work through the reading workbook relevant to
their abilities.
Supplementary resources such as boardgames, worksheets, flashcards, computer
software, apps, a whiteboard with colourful pens, chalk and tactile products such as
playdough, wooden alphabet letters are useful for teaching and reinforcing the
sound/symbol relationships which have been identified as challenging. Some of these
items are available from the website www.progressinlearning.co.nz
The Phonic Skills Check is versatile and may be used as an individual or group spelling
assessment tool. The TESTER can say the words or sound to the students and they can
record these on a separate piece of paper for analysis and forward planning.
When starting a reading workbook, record the starting date on the student‛s progress
chart. Small stickers can be placed next to each unit as the student completes it. It is
helpful to discuss with the student what word family they are currently working on and
what will be next.
Positive feedback in terms of progress made at the end of a retest in important to
measure teaching effectiveness and increase levels of motivation. I usually provide
students with a colourful certificate after each reading workbook has been completed.
All the best with this most useful resource!

